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Will the new exam for training solicitors 
improve quality, value and diversity? 
The changes will lead to an entirely different entry process for law students — they must make 
sure their views are heard 

Grania Langdon-Down 

18 May 2017 00:01:00  

The solicitors’ new “super-exam” will involve huge decisions for aspiring lawyers, so students 
must make sure their views are heard, according to Bryan Scant, chair of the Law Society’s Junior 
Lawyers Division. 

The solicitors qualifying exam (SQE) is set to be launched in 2020 with a “lengthy” transitional 
period to avoid disadvantaging current students. 

According to the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA), students will be able to choose which 
qualification route to take, but there will be no exemptions from the SQE for those with the legal 
practice course (LPC). “You must either qualify entirely under the old system or entirely under 
the new system — there will be no mix and match,” Julie Brannan, the SRA’s director of 
education, tells The Times. 

“Get involved with the consultation process,” says Scant. “Try to get work experience so you can 
find out how firms view the new regime. Unless you are sponsored by a firm, you are the ones 
who are going to be forking out for the prep courses and exams, so start thinking now how it may 
affect your plans.” 

Professor Andrea Nollent, the vice-chancellor of the University of Law, is worried that the impact 
of these “huge decisions” on students “may have got lost” in the focus on the views of educational 
providers and law firms. However, she advises current and prospective students “not to panic — it 
will be up to us as educational providers to give them guidance”. 
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She adds: “Students may not be jumping to get on the new regime during the transitional phase, 
unless it is considerably cheaper or has measurable benefits, but that will be difficult to judge in 
the early years because it will be untried and untested.” 

The first cohorts will be very vulnerable, says Scant. “They could fail because one part of the 
training isn’t good enough. I wouldn’t want to be among the first doing this.” 

The detail so far is that, to qualify, candidates will need to have: 

● A degree or an equivalent qualification, or have gained equivalent experience; 

● Passed the computer-based SQE stage 1, which will use multiple-choice questions and single 
best answers to test technical knowledge, and SQE stage 2 which will include face-to-face 
assessments of skills; 

● Completed at least two years of qualifying work experience (QWE) in up to four places, signed 
off by a supervisor; 

● Passed the SRA’s satisfactory character and suitability requirements. 

The requirements for a qualifying law degree (LLB), the graduate diploma in law (GDL), the LPC 
and the block two-year training contracts will go. But will the new regime achieve the SRA’s goal 
of a high standard of qualification that is cheaper and improves diversity? 

A key question for students is how they will fund the SQE. The SRA says it depends how 
universities structure the training courses. If they include the prep in an LLB, then the absolute 
cost will be substantially reduced, it argues. If they put SQE stage 1 prep in a postgraduate award-
bearing course that qualifies for funding, then it will be eligible like the LPC. 

There is no separate government loan funding for assessments. But Brannan says tuition and 
assessments are eligible for funding under the apprenticeship model and firms are showing 
interest in recruiting graduates on to the solicitor apprenticeship to take advantage of 
apprenticeship levy funding. 

Jo Barr was exactly the kind of student the SRA believes will benefit from the new regime. She 
took the GDL and LPC “gamble” after her non-law degree and ended up as a paralegal for several 
years until she obtained a training contract, qualifying last year. 

“Tempting as it sounds to qualify earlier through QWE rather than a two-year block training 
contract, I would still opt for the traditional route,” she says. ‘The SQE is being pitched as a 
cheaper option, but the cost will be dictated by the course providers, who I don’t feel always have 
the best interest of their students in mind.” 

Barr is also concerned about standards, questioning whether the computer-based stage 1 will 
reduce the drive to learn the content in depth compared with written answers. Although trainees 
will be tested on contentious and non-contentious areas of law in part 2, they won’t be required 
to do both during their QWE which, she believes, will reduce their breadth of experience on 
qualification. 

More detailed consultation on content is due by the autumn. The next step will be publication of 



tender documents for the assessment organisation, which will write, mark and assess the exams 
and be responsible for the technology and physical sites for the exams. 

With so much still unclear, the key, says Peter Crisp, the dean and CEO of BPP University Law 
School, is to engage with the consultation process. It is like Brexit, he says: “None of us really 
wants it, but it is now time just to get on with it.” 
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The first students to take the new exam could be at a disadvantage if the training is not up to scratch 
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